21st December 2016
Dear Minister Simon Birmingham and all Educators,
We are writing to you to express our deep concern re the politicisation and
subsequent deterioration of Australia’s Science Curriculum.
Our students are now ranked lower by comparison to developing nations.
They are also ranked lower than their peers from three decades earlier.
What has gone wrong?
The evidence below indicates that almost three generations of Australians
have been subjected to a subversive, pseudo -science based curriculum.
The nature in equilibrium, or Gaia, theory was not only disproven but
discredited in the 70’s http:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balance_of_nature.
It was replaced by Chaos theory for dynamical natural systems. It states that
“In the disciplines of Meteorology .....and Biology.......Small differences in
initial conditions (such as those due to rounding errors in numerical
computation) yield widely diverging outcomes for such dynamical systems,
rendering long-term prediction impossible in general. http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Chaos_theory.
One only has to look at the 2009 Australian High School Science curriculum
to realise that the disproven Gaia is still the order of the day in our country
http://www.acara.edu.au/_resources/australian_curriculum_-_science.pdf To
quote the bottom two lines from page 6 “Understanding systems provides the
basis for appreciating the nature of equilibrium and interdependence.”
Australia now is in the situation where our politicians, the middle generation,
do not have the required science background to adequately form policies on
environmental issues. Hence, they rely on expert advice. Unfortunately, they

have been deceived by Lysenkolike pseudo-scientists. https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysenkoism
As independent scientists we state this “ Global Cooling…. aka Global
Warming….aka Climate Change is the defining issue of our time, because it
is the greatest crime ever attempted against humanity.” http://bit.ly/bom-bombom
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/jr/
SystemGeneratedFakeData-2.pdf http://joannenova.com.au/2015/01/manmade-adjustments-turn-cooling-in-paraguay-south-america-to-warming/
http://www.climatedepot.com/2015/11/20/massively-altered-germanprofessor-examines-nasa-giss-temperature-datasets/
Its time to fix the science curriculum across Australia. Our democracy is under
threat. The average lifespans of great civilisations is only about 200 years.
The progression goes like this; From bondage to spiritual faith; From spiritual
faith to great courage; From courage to liberty; From liberty to abundance;
From abundance to selfishness; From selfishness to complacency; From
complacency to apathy; From apathy to dependence; From dependence back
into bondage. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Fraser_Tytler
The evidence indicates that the Australian population is in the apathy to
dependence state. We are in clear danger of slipping back into bondage via
the environmental laws imposed by the corrupted IPCC and UNFCCC.
Our current predicament is exemplified by an event some of us ‘older
generation’ Independent Scientists attended at the ANU Climate Change
Institute. http://climate.anu.edu.au/news-events/can-humans-survive-humannature-political-psychology-climate-change
The whole event was based on a series of surveys. It seems that
Universities now interpret the weakest form of research, surveys, as
something that can be used to influence policies and people. Yet,in earlier
times surveys were regarded as nothing more than a possible catalyst for a
more robust form of investigation.

Our impression was that the whole event was a thinly disguised attempt to
influence the vote of attendees towards a totalitarian form of Government at
the next election.The younger panelists obviously think they have acquired
knowledge via their University Education. But as discussed above, all they
have been taught is pseudo-science.
Meanwhile the silent majority of independently thinking voters out there in the
real world voted in a climate skeptic Tony Abbott in Australia in 2010. As was
predicted the united Nations was successful in replacing Tony Abbott with
their choice puppet Prime Minister. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NG0WcjGHkEw
But, times have changed since 2013 . Climate sceptic Donald Trump has
been overwhelmingly voted in as President of America. In Australia, One
Nation and other Independent parties are growing from strength to strength.
We the voters successfully expressed our displeasure at the 2016 Federal
elections.
We will accept and aid ethical beginner politicians to take over the running of
our nation. We prefer that to the evil stability of the lookalike socialist tending
major parties. When we get our ethical new management team, we will start
immediately to clean out the pseudo-scientists from our Universities and
Scientific Institutions, just as Trump is now doing in America We will clean up
the Australian National Science curriculum so that our students can once
again experience the joy of learning real science.
In closing Dr Curtis did not actually attend this event. But is happy to co-sign
with me.She has been fighting, what in our humble opinion, is fraudulent
academic behaviour, for more than twenty years. I for only six. If there is
anything we have said that you think is untrue then pls respond. We will
investigate and if necessary clarify or rectify any inaccuracies.
Respectfully yours
Dr Judy Ryan
Dr Marjorie Curtis
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